ABSTRACT We propose the first authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocol with different physical unclonable functions (PUFs). Our protocol allows for two end-users each holding a distinct PUF-embedded device and a long-term secret to agree to an authenticated session key. For malicious behaviors on the PUF-embedded device, we first define a Device query, which models an adversary who intentionally (or unintentionally) picks up an arbitrary device and attempts to input a message and obtain an output. As per the author's knowledge, this is the first study to consider Corrupt queries that return long-term secrets in the PUF-embedded device and its relevant platform. In this paper, we prove that our protocol is secure under a new security model and requires three flows to achieve a secure AKE with users' distinct PUFs. As it requires no intervention by a central server after its initial setup phase, it is suitable for practical decentralized networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
A physical unclonable function (PUF) is physically embodied in the device hardware. It always returns an unpredictable output depending on random physical factors, which are generally initialized at the manufacturing stage. Such physical factors are assumed to be uniquely assigned to each PUF, which cannot be cloned or identically remanufactured. Any malicious attempt to reproduce or clone the function changes its hardware structure and renders it useless. Owing to its unpredictability and unclonability, the PUF has been widely utilized in cryptography for enhancing security. For instance, in conventional public key infrastructure PKI-based banking settings, users secretly manage their long-term private keys in a nonvolatile memory and utilize them later for authentication or secure transaction. One critical weakness of such a setup is that it cannot completely be free from a long-term privatekey-exposure attack. In contrast, in the PUF-based setting, the PUF embodied in a device first receives a long-term secret and always outputs a noisy result, with increased entropy, and which is completely unpredictable against any adversary who already obtains the long-term secrets. For this reason,
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the PUF has been considered as a countermeasure to prevent a key-exposure attack. In the last decade, excellent studies have been conducted on PUFs to securely and efficiently combine the existing cryptographic primitives. They created cryptographic primitives based on PUFs, for example oblivious transfer (OT) [33] , bit commitment (BC) [33] , cryptographic key or random number generator [34] , [41] , authenticated encryption [2] , authentication or authenticated key exchange (AKE) [9] , [14] . As such, PUF-based primitives have become an essential technique in cryptology.
The current study focused on a PUF-based AKE, in which the subject of changeable network requirements has always been a big issue in cryptology. In particular, whenever a new innovative technology (e.g., PUF) emerges, a new methodology on efficient and secure construction for the AKE should be re-examined under a new security model. Until now, interestingly, most PUF-based AKE schemes between two entities (server and user) have assumed a single PUF owned by a user (or a server). That is, a user (or a server) first registers an output of a PUF in the registration phase, and then the user (or a server) recovers the secret and performs an AKE protocol in the authentication phase. In cryptology, this has been a typical way of use of a single PUF between a server and user. However, under a single-PUF setting, a server's VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ database (DB) cannot basically support an end-to-end (or device-to-device) authentication that are naturally based on different PUFs. In addition, its DB should be securely maintained with no small cost. Thus, the single PUF scenario is not suitable for the decentralized network such as IoT, P2P setting. Instead, a different PUF setting in which a PUF-embedded device makes a secure channel with another PUF-embedded device through a mutual authentication is more suitable for the decentralized scenario.
In our work, we focused on a practical PUF-based endto-end setting in which two users, who usually have distinct PUF-embedded devices, execute an AKE protocol without any help from the server. Our goal was to construct an AKE in which only valid users, possessing a unique PUF-embedded device and a long-term secret, can successfully authenticate each other by using a mutually agreed upon session key. However, owing to the use of two distinct PUFs, the establishment of a common keying material during an authentication protocol is not easy. This can be inevitably solved by making full use of the registration phase. Thus, one of the important tasks is to determine initial values and how they should be setup in the registration phase. Based on the initial setting, two users recover the same secrets and perform the usual AKE protocols. In this paper, we present a proper security model based on a previous model [10] and construct different PUF-based AKEs. The first construction has a structural weakness and explicitly shows the importance of the appropriate design of the registration phase. The second PUF-based AKE is the final version that fully achieves our security goal.
II. RELATED WORKS AND OUR CONTRIBUTION A. RELATED WORKS
Over the last decade, extensive research has been conducted in areas of PUF-based authentication or AKE under various settings (e.g., IoT, RFID, smart meter system, and smart grid) [1] , [5] , [6] , [8] , [11] , [12] , [17] , [18] , [24] , [25] , [27] , [29] - [32] , [37] , [39] , [44] , [45] . A PUF has been applied in an RFID authentication for enhancing security and efficiency. Sadeghi et al. [37] first applied a PUF in RFID authentication to guarantee destructive privacy, i.e., privacy of a tag, which has been originally introduced by the Vaudenay security model, is destroyed after its corruption [43] . The protocol is simple in that a tag evaluates a PUF with its secret status S then derives an authentication key K for authentication [37] . Then, a new destructive private PUF-based authentication protocol was designed for a large-scale RFID system [1] , and it guarantees scalability that a server does not need a linear search operation to identify tags. The protocol provides mutual authentication with three communication flows, and its security is also analyzed using the Vaudenay security model. In 2010, Kulseng et al. [27] proposed a PUF-based lightweight mutual verification protocol that uses a PUF and linear feedback shift register for low-cost RFID tag. It consists of four rounds and encrypts (⊕ operation) a tag's ID by using a shared secret key. For every session, the secret key is updated using the PUF on the tag side. However, its security was reexamined and enhanced in view of ID protection (confidentiality) and desynchronized attack [24] , [44] . In 2013, Moriyama et al. [32] presented a novel PUF-based RFID authentication protocol (MMY) under a new tag privacy model that supports secret-key leakages in nonvolatile memory (NVM). The MMY allows a RFID reader to update random status secret s and then a tag receives s for each session; this is the main concept for ensuring security against key leakage in NVM. In 2015, a new state-aware privacy model was suggested in an RFID setting [29] . The model classifies the existing RFID protocols into stateful and stateless authentication protocols, depending on the existence of updatable secrets. A new stateful-private RFID authentication protocol was constructed considering the unpredictability of PUF. However, its construction is based on a secure publickey encryption. In 2017, a combination PUF with a threshold cryptography was presented in an RFID system. It uses a secret sharing technique for thwarting tag compromising attacks [23] .
In 2017, Chatterjee et al. have proposed a PUF-based AKE between nodes under IoT setting [11] . The protocol has been designed under a three party setting where two nodes do AKE by the help of a server. However, it has been flawed by Braeken et al. in 2018 [4] . Braeken has shown that the protocol [11] is weak against man-in-the-middle, impersonation, and replay attacks [4] . In 2019, Chatterjee et.al. have proposed PUF-based AKE without explicit PUF's challenge and response pairs (CRP) under IoT setting [12] . By using ID-based encryption, they remove CRP requirement at a verifier side. It needs additional security association provider to guarantee AKE for a node and a verifier.
Recently, more lightweight PUF based authentication schemes [3] , [18] , [20] have been presented in IoT and RFID setting. First, in 2018, Gope and Sikdar have proposed a lightweight and privacy-preserving authentication scheme (GS) for IoT devices [19] . It utilizes a long-term secret and PUF as two-factor authenticators between an IoT device and a server. The protocol updates a one-time alias (identity) in a device every session, any outsider adversary cannot identify device at all. It preserves both security and privacy, but its authentication setting assumes a normal authentication scenario where a device and a server desire to authenticate each other with two-factor authenticators. In other words, it actually uses one same PUF between them as an authentication factor. In 2018, Gope et al. have also proposed a lightweight authentication protocol using PUF (GLQ) in a RFID setting. However, its RFID setting focuses on an authentication between a PUF-embedded tag and a reader with a shared same PUF, which is not end-to-end setting either. In 2018, one interesting authentication model has been suggested for software attestation in [3] . It assumes different types of PUF-embedded IoT devices. For attestation, each different device individually is verified by a system manager responsible for control, monitoring security. This authentication may consider different PUF-based devices, but note that it is still in an authentication scenario between each PUF-embedded device and a verifier with a same PUF's output.
With regard to a general two-party setting, in 2011, a PUFbased KE was briefly introduced in a universal composition (UC) framework [8] . For dealing with PUF noise, a fuzzy extractor comprising a secret generation algorithm Gen was applied along with recovery algorithm Rep. In the enrollment phase, a server first evaluates a PUF(d = PUF(r)) for random value r and generates its secret s as {s, p} = Gen(d). In the authentication phase, a client recovers s through Rep(PUF(r), p). Secret s is later served as a key to ensure confidentiality and integrity. This might be a typical PUF-based AKE, but its main contribution is to firstly model and design a UC-secure PUF-based AKE. Formal studies have been conducted on modeling a PUF in terms of realistic attack scenarios [15] . Such studies assumed a posterior access model in which an adversary achieves physical access to a PUF at least once. Further, a bad PUF model has been defined for a malicious adversary to cheat a malicious hardware that resembles a real PUF from outside [15] . In 2014, Rostami et al. have designed PUF-based AKE that are resilient against reverse-engineering attacks [36] . It is based on PUF's CRP between a prover and a verifier, but random subsets of the PUF response are sent to the verifier. The verifier authenticates the prover by matching the substring to full response string by an indexing secret key [36] . In 2018, a new attempt has been made by Zhang et al. [45] . They have proposed a transparent PUF-based user authentication with two-factor authenticators; PUF and voiceprint. It removes a typical interaction issue occurs between a user and a smart device and guarantees user-transparent two-factor authentication [45] .
Some attempts have been made to combine a password with PUFs [5] , [6] , [17] , [39] for efficient authentication. These studies used a password as an input of a PUF to generate a long-term secret key. First, Frikken et al. [17] presented a robust unilateral authentication (FBA) that only allows users with a PUF-based device with a memorable password to pass through the authentication step. The device is designed to output zero-knowledge proof of a discrete logarithm g r . Subsequently, Resende et al. [39] build a PUF-based authentication scheme (RMA) by combining a PUF with a password-authenticated key exchange (PAKE) [10] between the user and server. In this scheme, a user first registers PUFbased secrets into DB and then recovers the secret at the authentication phase. By using the same secret, both parties finally go through the PAKE phase for creating a common session key. Very recently, Byun has built a PUF-based multifactor AKE (MAKE) with a single PUF [5] . It has applied a single PUF into a well-known Bellare et. al.'s password-based AKE (PAKE) scheme [10] . Furthermore, Byun has designed a new MAKE (B19) in a generic way [6] . It first takes a secure PAKE and securely transforms it into a secure PUFbased MAKE scheme. It only supports a single PUF authentication setting where a user who has own PUF-embedded device desires to perform AKE with a server who previously keeps its corresponding PUF's unique output for multi-factor authenticators. Due to the generic design, the cost of communication and computation is relatively higher, but it can be easily and securely constructed if a secure and efficient PAKE is once given.
B. OUR CONTRIBUTION
Our work achieves the same AKE goals but greatly differs from the previous works in the following aspects.
• Distinct PUF-based mutual authentication between two parties: The problem of AKE with a single PUF between a server and a client has been well researched in literature. In this paper, we consider a practical authentication scenario in which two users, each with a distinct PUF-embedded device, desire to establish an authenticated session key, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Our setting supposes that each user holds their own PUF-embedded device. For instance, a memory-based PUF, which exploits unstable characteristics of memory cells (SRAM, DRAM, and flip-flop) can be embedded in various devices such as PUF-embedded microSD, JAVA, and smart cards. These PUF-embedded devices are usually installed on a main platform (e.g., PC, cell phone, and smart electronic car) that is capable of communicating and computing for mutual authentication. In contrast, a PUF-based chip or device is originally soldered on and permanently detached from the mainboard of a platform. Then, each soldered PUF-based chip may output a secret information over the mainboard. Based on these outputs, the platforms finally exchange authenticated materials with other platforms for mutual authentication. A noticeable factor here is that both cases do not assume one PUF-based device between two parties but individual PUF-based unique devices belonging to each user. In this new setting, we first built a secure AKE with different PUFs.
• Device oracle and PUF oracle: In this study, we focus on a novel issue regarding a missing device. As a device is considered an equipment, it is usual to suppose that a PUF-embedded device can be stolen or lost. In addition, in case of permanently attached type of devices, they can be lost or stolen along with their platforms (PC, cell phone, etc.). In this case, an adversary is capable of asking queries to the device through the platform. To model this, we simply define a Device oracle VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The ability of Adversaries.
and allow an adversary A to ask for inputs m 1 , . . . m l into a PUF-embedded device to obtain its outputs o 1 (= Devie(m 1 )), . . . , o l (= Devie(m l )). In addition, we suppose that A can physically access a PUF at least more than once. This type of security on PUF has already been well studied in [8] , [15] . Similarly, our security model also allows A to choose inputs x 1 , . . . , x l and achieve answers of y 1 , . . . , y l (= PUF(x 1 ), . . . , PUF(x l )), except an answer for a target challenge. A corruption query for stealing long-term secrets, named Corrupt, is also newly considered in our model. Our model differs from the previous models in that two cases of Corrupt are defined: one for device corruption and the other for platform corruption. Fig. 2 illustrates the capabilities of A. In conclusion, our construction is the first different PUF-based AKE that satisfies all security considerations under Device, PUF, and Corrupt oracles.
• Operations in a device: When we design operations inside PUF-embedded devices, we are required to consider whether their operations, steps, protocols should be designed in an identical manner. That is, in case of mass-produced PUF-embedded devices, protocols inside the device of A is usually equivalent to those on a device of B. This is not only beneficial to a device company but also positively influences an open security policy or international standard. Through these identical operations on every device, it is possible for cryptographic designers to be able to expect the next outputs or consider the inputs that are appropriate for security. In addition, the designers can concentrate more on other important protocols carried over a platform. For these reasons, in our work, we assumed that every device has the same protocols (I-device).
However, under I-device setting, designing a secure PUF-embedded AKE is more challenging; this is mainly because our model permits both Device and PUF oracles. That is, in our new model, an adversary can consistently achieve inputs/outputs for a device and PUF and then finally attempt to compute future or past session keys. We solved this issue in the new security model and built a secure AKE with different PUFs.
• Efficiency: As the previous protocols focus on a single PUF-based authentication system between a server and user, they consider a server's interventions not only to initially register PUF evaluations for users but also to authenticate for users. However, our distinct PUF-based AKE aims at an end-to-end authentication in a distributed network, and inherently its DB management cost can be reduced. It requires no intervention by a central server after an initial setup phase, and is hence suitable for practical decentralized networks. As analyzed in Table 1 , our protocol requires only three flows to achieve an AKE with a distinct PUF, while other protocols need five flows or do not provide an common session key with mutual authentication.
III. COMPUTATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS AND CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES
A fuzzy extractor [16] is used to convert PUF's output into a uniform pseudorandom secret that serves as a secret key during authentication phase. For making a uniformly random session key, pseudorandom functions are applied in our protocol. They are defined as follows.
A. FUZZY EXTRACTORS

Definition 1 ( [16]): An (M , m, l, t, )-fuzzy extractor consists of two procedures, Gen(·), Rep(·);
(1) Gen(·) outputs a string R ∈ {0, 1} l r and a helper string P ∈ {0, 1} * , on input W , guaranteeing that for any distribution W with min-entropy m, if
) on inputs and it outputs
Rep 
The following prf-advantage, prf is negligible.
B F K means that B only accesses F K while B F means that B only accesses F from U F K . U F K is a set of all functions from D(F) to R(F).
C. PUF
We follow an ideal PUF model in which the PUF is considered as a random permutation oracle and an adversary adaptively query the PUF within polynomial time [8] , [15] , [17] , [37] , [39] . This unpredictability of PUF is formally defined in the second property of definition. The third property says that the PUF always responses output within bounded noise and the last property defines that the PUF should have uniqueness for each device. Our second property follows the definition in [37] , and other two properties follows the definition in [17] . 
Definition 3 (PUF): A physically unclonable function
The distance between two PUF's outputs on the same challenge x is at most t, e.g., the following probability is negligible 1 .
from different devices A, B, on the same challenge x, is at least t e.g., the following probability is negligible 2 .
D. COMPUTATIONAL DIFFIE-HELLMAN (CDH) ASSUMPTION
Definition 4 (CDH): We suppose that p is a strong prime order of a multiplicative group G p and g is its generator. Let
A cdh be an adversary of CDH running in polynomial time. We define cdh as probability that A cdh succeeds in computing g xy mod p from (g x mod p, g y mod p). The CDH assumption is that the probability, cdh is negligible.
IV. SECURITY DEFINITION
In 2001, Bellare et at. have introduced a formal security model (for short, BPR) for a PAKE [10] . Since then, the model has been widely utilized for proving security of authentication and key exchange protocols for a single or multi-authentication factors (password, smartcard, fingerprint). Basically our security definitions are also based on the BPR. In addition, our definition considers a device-based authentication that allows for adversaries to access the target device as many times as they want. That is, our model defines Device query which models two kinds of behaviors that is able to access device or PUF. Since the PUF-embedded device contains PUF in a device, A should first get device then A can access PUF. In order to formalize this property, we define a new query Device( i A , 1 , 2 ). Inputs 1 , 2 respectively mean that A can access device alone or device with PUF.
First let U be a set of identities for participants. Participants A (or B) may execute the protocol multiple times. We denote the i-th (resp. j-th) instance executed by entity A (resp. B) as i A (resp. j B ) that models a participant A (resp. B) trying to authenticate B (resp. A) in instances i-th (resp. j-th). Let's consider permitted queries that model malicious behaviors for an adversary A. The following queries are asked by A.
• 
accepts with a session key sk then this query outputs sk to A.
•
. It outputs A's (or B's) long-term secrets stored in a platform. This query is modeled for a corruption of long-term key, not ephemeral values in a platform.
. It outputs A's (resp. B's) long-term secrets stored in a PUF-embedded device regardless of PUF. Its scope is limited to a longterm secret (not ephemeral value) in a PUF-embedded device as in Corrupt query.
. If 1 is not empty and 2 is empty then this query models that A can access A's (resp. B's) device with an input 1 . That is, A's (resp. B's) device takes an input 1 and processes 1 by inside instructions. The device finally returns its output as an answer. If 1 is empty and 2 is not empty then it models that A wants directly access PUF a (resp. PUF b ) in a PUF-embedded device with an input 2 , and finally PUF a ( 2 ) (resp. PUF b ( 2 )) is returned as an output. The notion PUF a (resp. PUF b ) means A's PUF (resp. B's PUF) which is embedded in A's (resp. B's) device. If neither 1 nor 2 are empty cases then A is able to access both Device( i A , 1 , ·) and Device( i A , ·, 2 ) queries. The notion · means empty value.
• Execute( i A , • Test( i A ). This query is used to measure A's advantage on a target key. A should distinguish the target key is a real session key or not. That is, when this query is asked, a coin is flipped to determine b. If b = 1, a real session key is returned to A. Otherwise, a random key is randomly selected and returned to A.
The notion of partnering is used as it is defined in [10] while the notion of freshness is lightly modified in terms of corruption queries. 
For a Test query, a coin bit b is determined. A outputs a guessing bit b for b. A's advantage is defined as
where k is a security parameter.
V. AKE WITH DIFFERENT PUF-EMBEDDED DEVICE A. THE FIRST PROTOCOL
The protocol is made up of setup and authentication phases.
1) SETUP PHASE
In our setting, we suppose two authentication factors; (1) two users (A and B) share a common secret S and (2) they carry each own devices embedded with PUF. We denote each PUF-embedded device by PUF b , PUF a , respectively. Through two factors, two users prepare initial value for secure authentication. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , a user A obtains w a by evaluating PUF a (H 1 (S)) then also obtains (r a , p a ) from computation of Gen(w a ). In the same way, B obtains (r b , p b ). Finally users A and B securely exchange r a , r b and maintain (S, r b , p a ), (S, r a , p b ) as longterm secrets, respectively. H 1 is a cryptographic secure hash function H 1 : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} l 1 .
2) AKE PHASE
In Fig. 4 , we illustrate a sequence of operations performed in each device into square boxes with its inputs and outputs. and check if it is equal to the received t 2 . If the check is valid then A's authentication is successful, otherwise, it is a failure.
3) WEAKNESS ANALYSIS
The first protocol has two weaknesses, as follows.
• Let's consider that an adversary A only knows a secret S. In the protocol, if the secret S is revealed to A, the authentication tag t 1 cannot be produced without to impersonate A. However, the problem here is, through corruption A, A can impersonate B, and vice versa.
• Second, the protocol only focuses on how to mutually authenticate based on authentication factors. That is, it hasn't addressed on how to securely agree an authenticated session key. In addition, the initial setting requires three long-term distinct secrets for each user ([S, r a , p b ]), which might be one of big burdens for users. One solution is to keep those secrets in the memory of device, if it is possible.
We next present an enhanced version that overcomes these all weaknesses.
B. THE SECOND PROTOCOL 1) SETUP PHASE
The same authentication setting is considered as in the first protocol. Before authentication, users A and B compute (r a , p a ) and (r b , p b ) by using their own PUF a (·) and PUF b (·) functions with an input of a common secret S. As shown in Fig. 5 (= g r b mod p) ), a group hash function (or programmable hash function [21] ) that efficiently maps an arbitrary string r a (or r b ) into a group G p where a discrete logarithm problem is hard regarding r a (or r b ) is applied in our protocol. Here, for simplicity, we omit its notation.
2) AKE PHASE
(1) First a user A selects a random value N a and sends it with an identifier A to B. 
B then sets k A be k 2 and makes a session key sk = k A ||k B .
VI. PROTOCOL DISCUSSION A. DEVICE OPERATION
First, device operations should be designed in a consistent manner with identical steps and operations until it outputs a valid answer. For mutual authentication, at least three accesses to devices are required; one access for a sender (initiator) and two accesses for a receiver, as shown in Fig. 6 . Our device has been designed to take three inputs i 1 , i 2 , and i 3 . Input i 1 is used for long-term secret S and input i 3 is used for an authentication tag for input i 2 . One important principle is that each device is able to produce authentication tag i 3 for i 2 with the help of input i 1 (= S). Thus, the verification task for the authentication tag is performed in advance in each device. However, an exceptional case exists, in which receiver B first receiving challenge message (N a , A) does not comprise authentication tag i 3 derived from PUF a . Even though our protocol is designed for A to first use its device, it cannot initially have an authentication tag. For handling such a case, we additionally designed a null(∅) condition by using the if statement inside a device so that the remaining operations may be continuously executed over the device.
B. SHOULD RANDOM NUMBER BE GENERATED IN THE DEVICE?
The generation of random numbers inside a device requires operational costs. However, for security reasons, randomnumber generation is unavoidable. If we assume that random VOLUME 7, 2019 numbers are generated outside the device, for example at the platform level of B, as illustrated in Fig. 7 , this may result in a vulnerability against forward secrecy. The protocol in Fig. 7 is not a full protocol but only illustrates certain part of the protocol of A. To take a random input from the outer platform, a device of A may be designed to achieve four inputs and outputs instead of generating random numbers. Thus, as in Fig. 7 
) are directly used for creating a session key. This clearly violates a forward secrecy that ensures secrecy for a past session key (sk = k 1 ||k 2 ) against future compromises of long-term secrets. Therefore, for security reason, we designed for each device to create random numbers by itself. This does not imply that an approach of generating random numbers inside a device is the only way to achieve forward secrecy. There might be other ways, but such a method has not been found yet. This might be an interesting future work.
C. FORWARD SECRECY
As shown in Fig. 6 , our device deals with the generation of a random value. Let us suppose a same situation in which A asks Device( i A , S||m B ||t b , ·) for secret S, in which m B , t b are values collected from past honest executions. Our protocol is designed for the device to create a new key material ||1) ) is the important keying material for the past session key. However, for creating a complete session key, F d (m B ||1) for m B is also required. Thus, A may put forward a query to Device( j B , S||m B ||t b , ·), for which the answer would always be FAIL. This is because Device(
, and then outputs FAIL. The critical point is that A would never be able to obtain tag value v = F d (m B ||B pub ) from any Device oracle as v is generated using B pub (not A pub ) and t b is generated using A pub inside the device. Hence, A cannot manipulate v. What if A could access two Device oracles by using secret S? In this case, through the queries
In some ways, it might be a usual consequence in the symmetric setting that if A with secret S could access two users' devices, then A could surely obtain past or future session keys. This remains a good future work to guarantee forward secrecy under two device accesses with secret S. We further discuss this issue with an asymmetric setting in Section VII.
D. IMPERSONATION ATTACK WITH DEVICE ORACLE
In an AKE phase, B first uses its device with input (S, m b , ∅). Basically, input i 3 serves as an authenticator received from A. In B, there cannot exist an authenticator from a device of A because A is the first sender and B is the first receiver. However, one security issue here is that A may intentionally abuse ∅ to paralyze the authentication validation process in the device. That is, in our device design, 
) and r is a random value chosen inside the device. However, those outputs are useless owing to invalid value d . In contrast, if A only knows S, it still cannot obtain valid d without accessing the Device oracle. Therefore, in our scheme, to validly use the Device oracle, valid secret S is necessary. Hence, only valid users who hold S and the device are able to authenticate each other with a common session key.
E. IS THE DEVICE MEMORY NECESSARY?
First, suppose that A obtains secrets (A pub , B pub , p b ) in the device memory (DM) of B. For producing valid messages, m B , t b , k 1 , k 2 , the most important step is to calculate d. Although A obtains A pub , B pub , p b , it encounters another challenge on the calculation of d to forge authenticator t b . That is, without d, A can never fake authenticators. Moreover, in our scheme, computations of d require valid secret S and a device. However, if we design A pub , B pub , and p b on a platform (outside the devices), then we must design new input i 4 for handling A pub . In this case, for instance, A may have A pub from the Corrupt query and can produce authenticator t a (or t b ) for i 2 through the Device oracles; this violates forward secrecy, as discussed earlier. That is, from the past valid
, and successfully obtain answers F d (m B ||1) and F d (m A ||1) without needing d, which are the main keying materials for a session key. Thus, in conclusion, A pub , B pub should be processed in A's, B's device, respectively (and not be an input outside) with secret d. Therefore, we designed a DM in the device.
F. ANONYMOUS IDENTIFIER
One possible argue may be that our protocol does not provide privacy while the recent schemes [18] , [19] guarantee privacy in an anonymous ID aspect. First, in their network model, there are servers aiming to authenticate a PUF-embedded device. The server is able to regularly update a temporary identifier (TID) over a database. By changing TID every session, they preserve anonymous identifier for devices. However, our setting aims a distributed setting without a central server, hence it is hard to maintain a database for keeping many user's TID. To protect identifier, an encryption approach may be one of candidates in our setting. For instance, to hide identifiers A, B, our protocol may send m B (= N a ||A||B||N b ), m A (= N a ||A||B||N b ||Ñ a ) in an encrypted form. However, for making encryption, new encryption/decryption keys should be established beforehand. Besides, those keys should be securely maintained from outsider adversaries. Then, once if Corrupt query is asked, all identifiers are revealed to adversaries. Moreover, our security model allows a new Device and PUF oracles for PUF-to-PUF authentication. That is, any adversary can access any user's Device and PUF on behalf of the participants. Hence it is impossible to perfectly satisfy identifier protection under such Device and PUF query model. For these reasons, in this paper, an issue of anonymous identifier has not been addressed. It remains a good future work on how we handle and define a privacy model for PUF-to-PUF setting.
G. APPLICATION FOR MULTI-USER SETTING
A multi-user setting assumes multi-pair of end users. It is different from a group-based AKE where group members desire to share a group key. Our scheme has been designed with PUF-based device that is embedded into IoT platform such as laptop or tablet, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In view of implementation, our network setting can be a decent architecture when we extend our scheme into a multi-user IoT settings. When our scheme is implemented with two different types of PUF-embedded device, two IoT devices communicate each other through each own TCP/IP socket. After socket is established, our scheme does execute AKE phase for making a common session key without any involvement of trust parties. However, our AKE scheme has a structural limitation. Since our AKE is based on symmetric cryptographic primitives, each device cannot do authentication phase without a setup phase. That is, if we suppose n PUF-embedded devices, then n(n−1) 2 setup phases should be prepared before actual AKE phase starts. It also does mean that each user should previously know all participants they desire to communicate.
H. STATIC SCENARIO IN A SYMMETRIC SETTING
Our authentication model only supports a static scenario in which designated users are only considered beforehand. All users with embedded PUF devices should do setup phase before deployment. After deployment once, users cannot join with a new user without a registration phase. It does not mean that our model does not accept new users at all. That is, even after deployment, if a new user starts the setup phase once with a target user, afterwards they can do AKE. But, during the setup phase, involved users cannot do anything (or AKE) but do exchange initial data in a secure way for the setup phases. This is a natural consequence for sharing secrets in a symmetric setting. In our scheme, each PUF-embedded device requires one PUF evaluation with one round communication during a setup phase.
I. SECURITY PROOF
We define sequences of games and the following well-known lemma is used in the security proof.
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Lemma 5.1 [40] Let E, E and F be events defined on a probability space such that Pr Game G 0 : The setup phase is assumed to be performed in a secure channel. Then an authentication protocol P is executed against an adversary A. The session key advantage of A is defined as
Game G 1 : In this game, Device, Corrupt, CorruptD, Send, Reveal, and Execute queries are simulated as follows.
• H 1 query: For simulation H 1 , we maintain a list • Device( i A , ·, m), Device( i A , ·, m) query: G 1 queries PUF a (resp. PUF b ) with m and obtains y = PUF a (m) (resp. PUF b (m)), which is returned as an answer.
• Device ( 
) for a random numberÑ a . It finally returns m A , t a , k 1 , k 2 as an answer.
• Device( 
• Send queries are simulated as follows.
− 
Otherwise if the output is FAIL then terminates the protocol as an authentication failure. G 1 establishes sk = k 1 ||k 2 and outputs m A , t a as an final answer on this Send query.
• Other queries: They are simulated as follows.
− Execute( i A , for two sessions. This happens within negligible probability (q 2 +q s ) 6 2 3lr +3 by birthday paradox. We also exclude duplicative cases from simulating a random oracle H 1 , which is within 
where l r is the size of each random number. Game G 2 : In this game, we replace an output of ideal PUF with a random value. That is, on input x, a random y is chosen from {0, 1} l o . Finally y is returned as an answer for PUF a (x) (or PUF b (x)). For valid simulation, we also maintain list tables L P a , L P b like a random oracle H 1 . On a query x a to PUF a (·), if a record (x a , y a ) appears in L P a , then y a is outputted as an answer. Otherwise, a new y a ∈ {0, 1} l o is randomly chosen and returned. The record (x a , y a ) is added to the list L P a . The same applies to L P b .
It is straightforward to construct an adversary A prf by using A that is able to distinguish two games. In G 1 an ideal PUF is used, but in G 2 a randomly chosen value is used for simulating PUF. A prf just returns A's output bit d as an guessing bit b . Then we have
Game G 3 : In this game we consider an event VOD that A produces a valid output on A's (or B's) device for making a fresh session key. According to the definition of freshness, we classify two subcases, as follows.
• Device( i A , m, ·), Device( 
That is, A should correctly guess S first, which is negligible probability within 
). The simulated sk is uniformly random and is independent from all possible session keys. Thus we have
It is clear to show that the difference between two games is within prf as follows.
From the equations (1)∼(6), we finally obtain the following main result.
VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
Let's analyze the performance of our scheme. First of all, we note that our scheme is based on a different PUF setting while others are based on single PUF setting. Nevertheless, Table 1 shows that our scheme preserves efficiency with security as compared with other schemes. We classify the most relevant PUF-based schemes into two categories; a general RFID setting and a normal two party setting (IoT, multifactor, AKE). First, the RFID setting assumes an unbalanced network where a reader with back end server desires to identify a tag with limited resources, and it usually focuses on mutual authentication rather than an authenticated key exchange. As shown in Table 1 , the relevant PUF-based RFID protocols do not support a key agreement (exchange) either while our scheme guarantees authenticated key agreement. The forward secrecy here is the security for the past agreed session key after long-term secrets are revealed. In other words, the forward secrecy cannot be discussed without supporting a session key agreement. Hence Table 1 shows that all PUF-based RFID schemes doesn't provide forward secrecy. On the other hand, our scheme guarantees the forward secrecy and mutual authentication with authenticated key exchange. Furthermore, our scheme needs the least three communication flows while others [27] , [44] need four or five flows. In view of the communication size, the LNB [29] , KYWG [27] schemes are efficient than our scheme, but they do not support an authenticated key agreement or mutual authentication.
Second, in normal two-party setting, FBA [17] and AS [3] schemes just needs 2 flows, but they aim for uniliteral authentication. Only the RMKWD [36] scheme needs less communication size (3ł r ) than ours, but it only guarantees uniliteral authentication. Therefore our scheme is superior than others in aspect of both efficiency and security.
One security concern is the privacy property. It stems from our security model that any adversary can access user's Device and PUF on behalf of the participants. That is, to ask Device query, an adversary should take an identifier as inputs in our security model. That is, accessing Device oracles by an adversary means that user's identifier is already known to the adversary. In our security model, therefore, it would be a contradiction to be able to satisfy identifier protection. On the other hand, in aspect of efficiency, our scheme needs three communication flows for mutual authentication. Also, our scheme less requires the total size of communication than others. In conclusion, our scheme is the first PUF-to-PUF AKE scheme that guarantees efficient communication cost, session key security, and forward secrecy with mutual authentication.
VIII. EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
There may be possible extensions and variants of the original scheme. Here we discuss two obvious settings such as password and asymmetric, as follows.
• Password setting: A common password (or different passwords) between A and B can be considered as an alternative authentication factor. For instance, in our scheme, a password pwd can be used as substitute for a secret S, which results in convenience and efficiency due to its memorable property. However, one serious threat is that the password can be guessed in an offline way under the Device oracles. For example, let's suppose that the secret is replaced with pwd. Then A may obtain a session key sk = ||N b ||1) ) is equal to k 2 then reduces the candidates from a dictionary of password, as many as A wants, in an off-line way. It doesn't seem to be an easy task to securely design for PUF to have an input of password under assumption of Device oracle. It remains an future work.
• Asymmetric setting: An asymmetric approach like the Diffie-Hellman key agreement can be considered for guaranteeing forward secrecy. As discussed earlier, if we suppose a strong adversary A that accesses a secret S and two Device oracles, then A is able to compute all past session keys. This is a natural result, but if we extend our scheme into asymmetric setting where a pair of public/private keys are assigned to participants, then forward secrecy may be guaranteed against A. , m) oracles with a secret S. This is a simple suggestion on authentication phase, but it still remains a future work to design a full version of protocol secure against new security model with provable security. Further, more strengthened security model [13] , [22] , [28] such as CK, CK+, eCK, can be considered in asymmetric setting. In these case, considerable changes or modifications may be required for a secure and efficient construction.
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we presented a new authentication setting where two end users holding two authentication factors (own PUF-embedded device and a long-term secret) desire to authenticate each other with an agreed session key over a distributed network. In establishing a new model, we firstly explored a new concept of Device oracle which models that an adversary picks up an arbitrary device and attempts to input a message and obtains its output from the device. Under a new setting, we newly presented a distinct PUF-embedded AKE with provable security.
